
THE JOHN PAXSON APPROACH
 
 
I need to get a sit-down interview with Paxson for this to work. To do that, I need to get his 
focused memory attention. 

QUESTION 1: What is the best way to get Paxson’s focused memory attention?
ANSWER 1: A direct letter, delivered personally.
o    ALTERNATES: Find a personal connection.
o    Track down his phone number, cell or office.
o    Anything else?

QUESTION 2: What should be included in this letter? What should be left for the 
interview?

THE LETTER DEFINITELY NEEDS bold, stand-out points of why I should be head coach. It 
needs to all be specific and big.
o    And the selling points are: (and then I’ll see which for which)
o    PAXSON’S LEGACY will now ultimately rest with this draft pick. I can help make your 
vision a success if trusted and given space to work.
o    The challenge will not be to draft the right man, the challenge will be to use him (and the rest 
of the team) correctly. With the right to change my opinion following face-to-face meetings, 
interviews, and workouts, let me say that I believe we can succeed equally with either player.
o    PROCEED TO INCLUDE ROSTER PROJECTIONS, one for the drafting of ROSE and one 
of the drafting of BEASLEY. Include your best-case successful team role for every player 
currently on the roster, (and maybe even target guys on other teams) and, (most importantly) one 
for BEASLEY and one for ROSE. What is most useful to people is not your opinion, but rather 
your information.
o     (to be used in person) I remember a quote from Bill Parcells when he was leaving the 
Patriots, one about his frustration over having to coach players that he did not want to select (and 
I’m paraphrasing): “If they want you to cook the dinner, they ought to let you do the shopping.” 
While I have nothing but respect for Coach Parcells’ abilities as a head coach, I respectfully 
disagree with his stance on coaching. Coaching is not about picking the groceries. That is a 
luxury that is not part of the job description. Coaching is all about making the dinner.
o    Because Paxson’s legacy will rest with the success of this pick, it is very important that he do 
everything he can to help the player, ROSE or BEASLEY, succeed. And for BEASLEY and 
ROSE to reach their full potential, everyone else has to succeed as well. Ultimately, the head 
coaching position’s MOST IMPORTANT RESPONSIBILITY stems from its MOST NEEDED 
TRAIT: the ability to help a group of people fulfill their potential with results that push towards a 
common goal.



§      BACK COURT: Shannon Brown (22), JamesOn Curry (22), Chris Duhon (26), Ben 
Gordon (25), Kirk Hinrich (27), Larry Hughes (29), Derrick Rose (19), Thabo Sefolosha (24)
§      FRONT COURT: Michael Beasley (19), Luol Deng (23), Drew Gooden (26), Aaron Gray 
(23), Demetris Nichols (23), Joakim Noah (23), Andres Nocioni (28), Cedric Simmons (22), 
Tyrus Thomas (21)

o    BACK COURT STATS: Oldest player is Hughes, 29 through half the season. Average age is 
24.8.
o    FRONT COURT STATS: Oldest player is Nocioni, 29 AT the start of the season. Average age 
is 23.1.
o    It will be said that my age is a problem, but it is my age that makes me such a strong 
candidate.
o    One of the largest detriments to a team is a coach that cannot connect with his players. With 
me, that problem is obsolete.
o    However, I am not concerned with my age being a detriment to my ability to receive and 
maintain respect. I tend to get respect because I give respect, because I believe in the best in 
people and give them a reason to believe it in me. I give people the opportunity to use their skills 
for success while contributing my own.


